A WORM’S EYE VIEW
Of the Planter Pass

Schlipf Precision Ag
Invites you to our annual summer field day. Please bring a friend!

- Learn about Precision Planting’s newest products: YieldSense, vSelect and SpeedTube
- Let us introduce you to Gregg Sauder’s new company: 360 Yield Center
- Consider as Ag Spectrum describes the life within the soil
- Get out in the field and learn from our root pit and baby corn plants

We look forward to spending the day with you as we consider a corn plant from the worm’s perspective. We hope to gain a refined understanding of the soil, planter and agronomics as they pertain to raising corn.

When it’s all said and done at the end of the year and we lay out the ears to see how we have done ... The details the day we plant are reflected in the yield.

This is a hands on event designed to make everyone comfortable in the field, evaluating and understanding the corn plant. You will not want to miss this educational opportunity.

We hope to see you there!

RSVP to Katy Stoller: 574-518-4696 or katy@schlipfprecisionag.com
For more information, contact:
Rich Schlipf: 574-518-4693
Travis Zook: 260-336-0370

When:
Friday, August 15th
Rain or Shine!
8:00am – 3:30pm

Where:
3129 W 1050 N
Milford, IN 46542